Lower bounds on the subdominant eigenvalue of regular graphs of given girth are derived. Our approach is to approximate the discrete spectrum of a finite regular graph by the continuous spectrum of an infinite regular tree. We interpret these spectra as probability distributions and the girth condition as equalities between the moments of these distributions. Then the associated orthogonal polynomials coincide up to a degree equal to half the girth, and their extremal zeroes provide bounds on the supports of these distributions. 0 1992 Academic Press, hc.
INTRODUCTION
The second largest eigenvalue (in modulus) /1 of a regular graph is an important algebraic parameter which bears influence on the expanding properties of r [ 11, its diameter [6] , its covering number [S] , and the convergence properties of simple random walks on r [9] . In a celebrated paper [13] , the trio Lubotzky, Phillips, and Sarnak showed that, asymptotically, a large regular graph of degree k (for fixed k) and sufficiently large girth had its /i above 2 ,/E (1 + O( 1)) [ 13, Proposition 4.21. The key point of their proof was that a graph of girth 2g looks locally like a tree within a graphical distance of g from a given vertex. The aim of this paper is to prove a more precise version of their asymptotic result. Along the way we shall give bounds for finite values of the girth and degree. The proof techniques use probability theory and orthogonal polynomials.
We start by reviewing, in Section 2, basic facts about the homogeneous tree. Then, in Section 3, we derive, using spherical functions on the tree, a general lower bound on A for given girth and degree. First, we explore this bound for moderate girth and arbitrary degree (Section 4). Then, we look at the fixed degree and large girth situation (Section 5) and sharpen the 239 bound given in [ 133. An appendix contains elementary derivations of the properties of Geronimus polynomials described in Section 3 and used in Section 4.
THE HOMOGENEOUS TREE
Let Tk denote the infinite regular tree of degree k. A statistic of interest for us is the number pi of closed walks of length i starting and ending in the same given vertex of Tk. To get orthogonal polynomials into the picture it will be useful to interpret these numbers as power moments of a certain probability distribution, say da. Let a = -b= -2 Jk-l, and let da(x) be defined on (a, b) as
This distribution appears also in the study of random spectra of graphs. The polynomials orthogonal w.r.t. this measure were first studied by Geronimus [ 111. P. Cartier was the first to notice the connection with the homogeneous tree [4] . They appear naturally in the study of cages [3, p. 1561. An explicit formula for them is G,(x/b), where G,(x) is defined by either
as in Biggs and Cartier or, as in [9] , by Gn(cW)) = (f)cos(~~)+(l-~)sin(~?;;)~).
The multiplicative about the zeroes.
constants are not our concern here, as we only care
GENERAL LOWER BOUNDS
Let r denote a regular graph on v vertices of degree k and girth g, with adjacency matrix M. Let ii be the eigenvalues of M (i = 1,2, . . . . U) arranged in decreasing order. It is well known, from Perron-Frobenius theory, that A1 = k and that k is of multiplicity one iff r is connected. We denote by A the maximum modulus strictly less than k of a Ai.
Let X be a real-valued random variable taking its values in the spectrum of A4 and defined as
In words, each eigenvalue has a probability proportional to its multiplicity. Let /? denote the cumulative distribution function of X. Let p,(x) denote the nth orthogonal polynomial associated with the measure d/3, y, (resp. z,) its smallest (resp. largest) zero, and X, = max( -yn, z,) its zero of largest modulus. We note that n + 1 points of increase are needed for p in order to construct orthogonal polynomials up to degree n [ 17, p. 261.
We recall that the spectrum of a regular connected graph of degree k is contained in [ -k, k], and that k is then an eigenvalue of multiplicity 1 [ 3, p. 14, Proposition 3.11. Moreover this graph is bipartite iff -k is an eigenvalue [ 5 1. THEOREM 1. If r is not bipartite, and has at least n + 1 distinct eigenvalues then A 2 x,.
ProoJ By hypothesis, Ai = k, A = max(&, -A,). We show first that A, 6 y,. Let n(x) = p,(x)/(x -y,). This is a polynomial of degree n -1, hence orthogonal to pn. The orthogonality relation is
The hypothesis AU > y, contradicts this relation, because then each summand of the preceding sum would be nonnegative, in view of the relation n(x) p,(x) = (P,(x))~/(x -y,). Hence each summand would be zero and A, = y,. The proof of A, >/ z, follows the same argument with a modification in n(x) to eliminate the largest eigenvalue k, namely 17(x) = (x -4 pn(4hx -YJb -zJ. I
When r is bipartite its spectrum is symmetric w.r.t. 0 [3, Proposition 8.2, p. 501 and only weaker results can be derived. We denote by w, the penultimate zero of p,(x). THEOREM 2. If r is bipartite and has at least n + 1 distinct eigenvalues (n>3) then A>w,.
Prooj By hypothesis, A1 = -AU = k, A = A2 = -A,-1. Since the zeroes are also symmetric, then a convenient test function is n(x) = (x2 -k2)p,(x)/(x2 -w;)(x'-z;).
The rest of the proof is analogous to the preceding proof. [
We proceed to compute p,(x) from an analogous quantity on Tk. ProoJ: The graph r is undirected, so M is symmetric, hence diagonalizable, and we have E(X') = (l/v) Tr(M'). Hence the ith moment of X counts the number of closed walks of length i starting in and ending at a fixed vertex of K As long as i < g -1 this is also the same statistic on Tk, the infinite regular tree of degree k. 1 We can now summarize the two most important results of this section in a single theorem. If r is not bipartite (resp. bipartite) then its second largest eigenvalue in module is greater than or equal to the last (resp. penultimate) zero of the s th Geronimus polynomial.
Proof: In order to apply Theorem 1 (resp. Theorem 2) in the nonbipartite (resp. bipartite) case we must check that r has at least s + 1 distinct eigenvalues.
An elementary combinatorial bound on the girth is g < 2d + 1, where d stands for the diameter. But we know from [3, p. 121 that r has at least d + 1 distinct eigenvalues, which is at least (g + 1)/2. Discussing the parity of g, we see that this quantity is at least s + 1. From Theorem 1 (resp. Theorem 2) in the non-bipartite (resp. bipartite) case, it follows now that the subdominant eigenvalue /1 is bounded from below by the last (resp. penultimate) zero of the sth polynomial orthogonal w.r.t. the spectrum distribution.
From Lemma 2 and Theorem 3 this polynomial is up to a multiplicative constant a Geronimus polynomial. 1
GRAPHS OF MODERATE GIRTH
We are now in a position to give explicit results for graphs of moderate girth. We denote by @ the golden ratio of value @ = (3 -1)/2 w 0.618. 
For future use we note from [3, p. 171 that /1( C,) = 2 cos(c(rr/u)), where c=l, if u is odd, and c=2 if u is even. In comparison, we need stronger hypotheses in the bipartite case. THEOREM 6. If r is bipartite of girth at least 6 (resp. at least 8) then A > ,/k(o -2k)/(u -2) (resp. A L Q, ,/E).
Proof. The second bound follows from Theorem 4 and the expression for X-(notation of Lemma 3), after bounding 5k2 -8k + 4 by S(k -$)' from above. Note that this bound on x-is asymptotically correct for large k.
The first bound follows from Lemma 2 with i = 2, which yields
Bounding each summand by A2, we are done. 1
The example of K,, v (A = 0) shows that no useful bound depending on k only can be derived for g 2 4. Moreover, this example is tight for the given bound, as is C6 (A = 1).
Less trivial examples can be found in the next two subsections.
Binary Codes
We assume some familiarity with the first chapter of [15] . With every binary linear code C, we associate a graph that we call the coset graph in the following way. Vertices are cosets, and edges are pairs of cosets whose mod 2 sum contains vectors of weight 1. For instance the n-dimensional l hypercube is the coset graph of the null code. We assume, moreover, that this code has minimum distance at least 3, so that the graph is regular of degree n. It happens that the girth of these graphs which are (undirected) Cayley graphs of abelian groups is at most 4, and at least 4 if the minimum weight of C is at least 4. The spectrum is just all the numbers {n-24x) 1 XE Cl) [8] . From there we see that the coset graph is bipartite iff C contains only even weight codewords. Then Theorem 5 yields the following result. THEOREM 7. Let C be a binary code of minimum distance at least 4 which contains codewords of odd weight. Then Cl contains a word of weight w such that In-2w( a&.
It is well known that the dual of codes with large minimum distance has an approximate Gaussian distribution [15, p. 283 ; 161, with average n/2 and deviation G/2. It is consistent for these codes to have weights beyond the deviation from the mean. 
GRAPHS WITH LARGE GIRTH
As n grows large, the zeroes of the Geronimus polynomials get closer to the zeroes of the second order Tchebychev polynomials. This is intuitively clear from Eq. (1) and is made more precise in the following theorem. THEOREM 8. The last (resp. penultimate) zero of G, is at least >cos(n/(n + 1)) (resp. >cos(2z/(n + 1))) for n > 4, k 3 3 (resp. n 2 10, k>3).
Proof:
A little trigonometry shows that We can now improve on Proposition 4.2 of [ 131. We derive first an explicit bound valid for k and g large enough, then obtain an asymptotic form of it. This paper has been devoted to lower bounds on the second eigenvalue of a regular graph with given girth. No nontrivial upper bound seems possible. An obvious generalization would be the case of a semi-regular bipartite graph leading to investigations of the spectrum of a semi-regular tree along the lines of [7] .
APPENDIX: GERONIMUS POLYNOMIALS
We shall not derive the expression for a, which we did not use, but rather the recurrence relation of Lemma 3. Let g(x') denote the generating function for the moments pi defined in Section 2. We first derive, by counting, an expression for g(x). Then we expand it in a continued fraction which yields immediately the three-term recurrence relation for G,(x) used in Lemma 3. We rely on the following Fundamental Lemma [18, 17, 193 . Then the generating function for the moments p, = 15: t" da(t) admits a formal continued fraction expansion +03 c LGn 1 &x2 1,x2 =---. . .
We denote by t(x2) the generating function for closed walks starting and ending in a given point in a directed (k -1 )-ary tree. There is a simple algebraic and combinatorial relation between g(x) and t(x) [7] . Proof Note first that trees are bipartite and, consequently, all their cycles are of even length. Let n denote an arbitrary even integer. In Tk there are k possible first steps, followed by a walk in a directed (k -1 )-ary tree of length i, say, followed by a new walk of length n -i in Tk starting at the same origin. Hence the relation gn+2= i ktign-i* I i=O
We are left to compute t(x). By an argument similar to the preceding we obtain, following [ 71, 
